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Introduction
The concept of sovereignty currently dominates Indigenous affairs in the
United States.1 The advancement and defense of sovereignty is quite arguably
tribal nations' number one agenda, and sovereignty is a persistent focus of tribes'
political, economic, legal, and social action. Sovereignty undergirds tribal gaming, natural resource management, and a wide variety of jurisdictional and political powers. Today, federal policy explicitly affirms Indian sovereignty, and
support for tribal self-government is at the center of federal Indian policy.
It is thus somewhat surprising that as recently as 1970 sovereignty was
virtually absent from public discussion and dialogue regarding Indian affairs
and tribal issues—and had been so in the decades immediately preceding the
1970s. Notably, as one small indicator, the term doesn't appear in the special
issue of the Midcontinental American Studies Journal on "The Indian Today"
published in 1965 (Levine and Lurie 1965). Even into the early 1980s, the term
was absent from any contemporary federal public policy declarations. Neither
the general public nor federal (or state) policymakers prior to the 1970s conceived of tribes through a sovereignty framework, and thereafter did so only
slowly.
This relative absence of tribal sovereignty in public discussion and federal
policy in the decades prior to the contemporary era did not reflect the con0026-3079/2005/4603/4-0895$2.50/0
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sciousness and understandings among many tribal communities. Although they
suffered under the stifling control of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), tribal
members sustained conceptions of their own sovereignty. Participants at the
historic 1961 American Indian Chicago Conference expressed, through their
desire for more self-determination, the resiliency of a sovereignty framework,
even though it did not utilize the language of sovereignty itself (American Indian Chicago Conference 1961). While for the most part the concept of sovereignty was not publicly expressed, some tribes publicly and emphatically voiced
assertions of sovereign nationhood status in the middle decades of the twentieth
century.2 Such claims received little favorable response or attention from the
non-Indian world; in the absence of a framework through which to interpret
such claims, they were largely incomprehensible to non-Indians. Thus while
many tribal members conceived of their tribes as sovereign nations, and this
conception, in turn, fueled a more generalized desire for self-determination,
this perception was seldom embraced by the non-Indian society around them.
How is it that sovereignty has become the dominant and ubiquitous framework for Indigenous issues in the United States? This article addresses this puzzle
through a focus on the emergence of sovereignty talk. Underlying the approach
is the belief that discourses—clusters of associated concepts and language—
enable and constrain ways of thinking and acting. A variety of theoretical approaches in the social sciences and humanities affirm that discourse shapes and/
or reflects patterns of behavior.3 Varying discourses provide different concepts
and logics through which individuals define themselves, interpret the world,
and identify courses of action. Thus this article attempts to contextualize and
account for the striking contemporary emergence of sovereignty discourse', that
is, how Indigenous issues have come to be discussed, considered and evaluated
through the prism and talk of sovereignty. I attempt to account for the increased
attention to sovereignty within Native communities, and the diffusion of the
concept of tribal sovereignty beyond Native communities.
For a number of reasons, I focus on the emergence of sovereignty talk within
the public policy discourse of the federal government in particular. One reason
for this focus is the centrality of federal policy discourse in the arena of Indian
affairs in the United States. In the continuing colonial context, federal Indian
policy discourse has predominant influence in setting the terms through which
Indian nations are perceived and treated. The discourses of federal Indian policy
enable and constrain the policy options considered by policymakers and shape
the perceptions of the public. They also influence tribal self-conceptions, the
public talk tribes engage in, and the types of claims tribes make. Given its centrality, changes in federal policy discourse present a clear indicator of shifting
discourse, and also serve to legitimate and further spread new discourse. Thus
while I will discuss at length the influence of Native actors in generating the
renewed sovereignty discourse, I will most centrally highlight their impact on
federal policy discourse in particular. As the previous comments suggest, Indigenous impacts on federal policy discourse are not only an important sign of
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change, but also an important mechanism for spreading new discourses to an
expanding range of parties: other state actors, the public, media, and importantly, additional Indigenous communities. The emergence of a sovereignty
discourse in federal policy has spurred continuing Indigenous political revitalization and invited new claimsmaking by tribal communities, producing a cascading effect of proliferating sovereignty talk.
In response to U.S. colonialist conceptions, tribes have both actively resisted and reformulated various federal policy discourses. Given the federal
government's cultural authority and resources, and its domination over tribes, it
has been a vastly unequal struggle. So long as tribal survival kept Indigenous
discourses alive, however, the possibility of influence flowing in the opposite
direction, from Indigenous discourses to federal policy discourses, has remained
a plausible, albeit challenging, means of resistance, survival, and decolonization.
Indeed, given the extreme power inequalities and the U.S. repression of any
direct challenges to federal domination,4 influencing the discourse of federal
Indian policy has certainly appeared as a more promising avenue of change.
This article will argue that the contemporary emergence of sovereignty as
the focus of Indian affairs is the result of a sustained, though not necessarily
coordinated, effort by Indigenous leaders to revitalize sovereignty as both discourse and as practice. While both discourse and practice are fundamentally
intertwined, the article will limit its focus to the former; I will discuss the revitalized practice of sovereignty (and in particular, nation-building) primarily in
terms of its role in revitalizing discourse. My argument will emphasize the gradually successful Indigenous efforts to (re)insert a discourse of tribal sovereignty
into federal policymaking.
To be fully appreciated, these contemporary developments must be placed
in a historical context. To begin the analysis, I present a historical narrative of
U.S. political and legal recognition of tribal sovereignty. Given the centrality
and complexity of this history, this is the largest section of the article.5 My
narrative emphasizes the discontinuities in the de facto U.S. recognition of tribal
sovereignty. While the events I refer to in my narrative are well-established and
uncontroversial in historical scholarship, my interpretation of the overall pattern they constitute, and in particular my focus on the lapses of federal recognition of tribal sovereignty, is somewhat unconventional. Many historical
summaries emphasize the continuous nature of federal recognition of tribal
sovereignty. Such continuity narratives generally focus on legal agreements and
interpretations. They highlight treaties between the federal government and Indian nations and a corresponding lineage of rulings recognizing the principal of
tribal sovereignty as enunciated in the 1820s and 1830s by Supreme Court Justice John C. Marshall.6 The continuity narrative is internally complicated, however, by a lineage of legal rulings that deny tribal sovereignty (Wilkinson 1987;
see below).
More at odds with the continuity narrative are numerous public policies
adopted by the federal government since treaty making and the Marshall rul-
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ings. As scholars in many disciplines have amply documented, the executive
and legislative branches of the federal government have frequently created policies that have diminished or simply ignored tribal sovereignty. When actions in
both the legal and policymaking arenas are taken into account, as well as both
de jure and de facto actions, the historically uneven and inconsistent federal
recognition of tribal sovereignty becomes evident. While there are understandable reasons for the frequent promotion of the continuity thesis,7 this historical
narrative masks more complex dynamics necessary to understanding the current situation. Taking into account the federal inconsistency regarding tribal
sovereignty is crucial to understanding both the absence of sovereignty discourse in public policymaking (and in other arenas) in the decades preceding
the 1970s and the dramatic revival of sovereignty discourse since then.
Following the historical narrative of tribal sovereignty in federal policy
and law, the article then addresses the prevalence of tribal sovereignty in contemporary federal policy discourse. My interpretation of the causes and process
that led to this development is somewhat unconventional. Unlike most descriptions, I argue that the embrace of sovereignty was neither intended nor made
inevitable by the policy of Indian self-determination pronounced by President
Richard M. Nixon in 1970. Indeed, for the first thirteen years of the policy there
was self-determination without explicit recognition of tribal sovereignty. I contend that federal policymakers' recent adoption of sovereignty discourse, and
through this the policy legitimization of tribal sovereignty, was a contingent
outcome. These developments resulted from tribal leaders' persistence in
asserting tribal sovereignty as the vague self-determination policy was being
implemented. In the context of confusion and contradiction regarding both the
contemporary status of Indian tribes and the parameters of the self-determination policy, tribal leaders aggressively and persistently attempted to introduce
tribal sovereignty into federal policy discourse.
Thus, when in 1983 President Ronald Reagan explicitly affirmed tribal
sovereignty, he broke new ground; since then tribal sovereignty has gradually
become a taken-for-granted aspect of federal Indian policy discourse. This expansion of the sovereignty framework within federal policy has in turn further
multiplied and amplified sovereignty talk by tribes and other actors in a variety
of public (and private) arenas. While the federal adoption of tribal sovereignty
discourse is only one part of these broader developments, it is unquestionably a
crucial aspect. To foreground these contemporary changes, I now turn to their
historical contextualization.

Tribal Status and the Discontinuity of
Tribal Sovereignty in Federal Discourse
To make sense of the disappearance and reappearance of sovereignty in
federal policy discourse requires attention to two aspects of U.S. Indian policy
history. The first of these is the infamously vacillating nature of federal policy,
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which has swung between opposing themes of separatism and assimilation. The
second aspect is the variation in the perceptions of tribal status conveyed by
these changing policies. The significance of this second aspect has received
minimal explicit scholarly attention to date. By status, I refer to the categorical
quality of tribes: i.e., the quality addressed by the question, "What type of social entity are tribes?" As federal officials' perceptions of tribal status changed
over time, so too did the language with which they referred to tribal issues.
More concretely, the historically varying federal answer(s) to the question, "What
are tribes?", have differentially served to encourage or discourage discourses of
sovereignty as fitting or, conversely, as inappropriate, for framing tribal issues.
I address these two aspects in turn, first briefly describing the overall federal
policy vacillation before identifying the categories through which tribes have
been conceived in federal policy and legal interpretation, respectively.

Federal Policy Swings: Assimilation and Separatism
In an initial period ( 1770s-1820s, and for tribes further west, arguably until
18718) the United States dealt with tribes as international sovereigns, engaging
in diplomacy and making treaties when not in armed conflict. Through treaties
with the United States, tribes renounced relations with other sovereign nations,
relinquished claims to specified land, and accepted affiliation with the United
States in exchange for peace and guarantees of land, rights, and assistance. In
subsequent historical periods, separatism and assimilation were alternately pursued by the United States as American colonization of the continent expanded.
Separatism was followed through removal (1830-1850s) and reservation (1850s1890s) policies that respectively moved tribes westward and into discrete (and
less desirable) tracts of land. Beginning in the 1870s, assimilation became ascendant through a variety of land, educational, and other policies, most notably
the 1887 Dawes Act9 breaking up tribal ownership of reservation land. This
effort lasted until the 1930s, when a policy of cultural, social, and political
tribal revitalization was implemented through the 1934 Indian Reorganization
Act (IRA),10 which allowed tribes to restore Indian land or create new reservations, hire attorneys, receive loans for economic development, and most
controversially, to adopt constitutions.11 After World War II another wave of
assimilation policies emerged to reverse this emphasis on separatism and
Indian self-rule. Known as "termination" because selected Indian tribes were
involuntarily terminated and could no longer receive federal recognition and
benefits,12 this policy also included the selective expansion of state jurisdiction
over tribes13 and a relocation program to depopulate reservations. Since 1970,
as noted above, the federal government has denounced termination and formally adopted a policy of supporting tribes to choose their own path, a policy
known as "self-determination."
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The Categorization of Tribes in Federal Policies
Federal officials have explicitly or implicitly conceived of tribes in a number of identifiable ways. Federal policymakers (i.e., executive and legislative
branch officials, including administrators) have formally and informally conceived of and treated tribes as sovereign nations represented by governments;
conquered peoples/wards; minorities', and as rights-holders. Similar conceptions are also perceptible in Supreme Court rulings and the judicial branch more
generally. While these various categories are not necessarily mutually exclusive—and indeed, their utilization has historically overlapped—each of these
differentially functions to legitimate or discredit the saliency, or indeed the basic intelligibility, of sovereignty in relation to Indigenous people. In the earliest
periods of treaty relations between the fledgling United States and tribes, the
latter were treated as sovereign nations represented by governments. Even in
this period, however, there was uncertainty by state and federal officials about
the propriety of treating tribes as sovereign nations, uncertainties that expanded
after the War of 1812 strengthened the military and geopolitical position of the
United States (Prucha 1994,44,129,153-154). Indeed, between 1827 and 1840
there were extensive debates in Congress on tribal status and treaties (Prucha
1994,156-161). Stimulated by the state of Georgia's demands to forcibly expel
the Cherokee even though a treaty guaranteed their claim to the land, the debate
became moot when the U.S. Army forced the Cherokee on the "Trail of Tears"
in 1838.
As the United States forced more tribes westward and onto reservations
throughout the next few decades, it became harder to perceive recognition of
tribal sovereignty in federal Indian policies. Soon after the end of treaty making
in 1871, assimilation policies were institutionalized in the Dawes Act (1887),
which promoted individualized reservation property ownership. Because sovereignty is a collective property, such efforts to assimilate tribal members and
break up tribal collectivities were inherently antithetical to and undermined tribal
sovereignty. While sovereignty was part of policy discourse in the 1830s, by the
latter part of the century the perception of tribes as Indian nations was fading;
sovereignty was increasingly absent from public policy and broader public discourse regarding Indians (Prucha 1994, 353-359).
In the place of national conceptions, tribes came to be viewed as conquered
peoples and relatedly as wards of the state in both federal policy and Supreme
Court rulings (see Wilkins and Lomawaima 2001, 19-97). Such perceptions
overlooked the fact that most treaties (which were often treaties of peace and
friendship rather than of surrender, per se) affirmed the continuing independent
or semi-independent existence of tribes. The reality of deepening U.S. domination of tribes via the Bureau of Indian Affairs thus overrode the original political and legal agreements. While the U.S. government in general did not cease
providing payments and services guaranteed by treaties, it increasingly cast these
as part of its obligation to people it now ruled over rather than as part of an
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exchange with a sovereign nation. In that the newly dominant conceptions of
tribes as conquered peoples and wards of the state were incompatible with independent nationhood status, sovereignty talk was all the more completely expunged from policy discourse as well as public talk. The concept of "wards"
replaced that of "nations" in operative federal frameworks.
In 1924, Congress unilaterally extended U.S. citizenship to all tribal members living within the boundaries of the United States, including both those
residing on reservations and those retaining tribal membership.14 Citizenship
status further encouraged emergent conceptions of tribes and their members as
an ethnic or racial minority. Concern about the loss of Native cultures had generated concern about Indians in the first decades of the twentieth century. The
minority conception also dovetailed with the notion of the "vanishing Indian"
popular in this era (Dippie 1982). Needless to say, conceptions of tribes as
disappearing minority cultural groups did not suggest the continuing salience of
tribal sovereignty (Prucha 1994, 373-375).
The 1934 Indian Reorganization Act or "Indian New Deal" halted the destruction of tribes and enacted measures to help tribes regain self-control. Most
interpretations of this policy assert that it reflected a revitalized conception of
tribes as nations (Deloria 1984, 2002; Rusco 2000; see Tsuk 2001a, 2001b for
a differing interpretation). However, if so, this conception was not widespread,
even among federal policymakers, much less the public. Not only did the policy
begin to fade a decade later, it failed to generate any significant discourse regarding tribes as sovereigns.
Concerns about Indians as an impoverished minority informed public policy
(and popular) discourse about tribes in the 1940s and 1950s (as it also had in
the 1920s15). A conception of tribes as minorities provided motivation and justification for the post-World War II termination policy, as tribal separatism was
unfavorably compared to the post-war integration enjoyed by other ethnic groups
(see Cornell 1988,121-123; Nash et al. 1986, 129-135). The concept of sovereignty was, unsurprisingly, absent from a policy discourse that conceived of
Indians as a minority group.
A conception of tribal members as rights holders also clearly emerged in
this period. This conception granted that tribal members had legitimate claims
to rights granted in treaties, but simultaneously implied that the tribal communities that technically held these rights no longer had a political character. The
rights holders conception of tribal members was manifested in the Indian Claims
Commission (ICC), created by Congress in 1946 to implement a "final" resolution of treaty land rights claims.16 The Commission had broad jurisdiction to
award money judgments as compensation for Indian losses, but it could not
return land in any situation. The ICC did not endorse a conception of tribes as
sovereign nations or attribute an active sovereignty to tribes. Instead, it suggested that the United States had historic legal obligations from treaties, but not
an active sovereign-to-sovereign relationship with Native nations.
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In the 1960s policy perspectives within the federal government began to
gravitate towards the concept of self-determination. Even then, however, the
concept of sovereignty was not part of policy discourse. Significant federal funding began to flow to tribal governments via their inclusion in War on Poverty
programs, but this was based on their status as "public agencies of the poor"
rather than as sovereign governments (see Wilkins 2002, 137-138, 221-222;
Castile 1998).
It is here, in the decade before the focal action begins, that this historical
review ends. This brief policy history suggests how different conceptions of
tribal status evident in federal policy have justified or called into question the
use of sovereignty to refer to tribes and Indian issues. Since the mid-nineteenth
century, the general trend in conceptions of tribal status and in the discourses
utilized by federal policymakers clearly moved away from "nationhood" concepts and associated sovereignty talk. However, a discourse of sovereignty has
been sustained, albeit unevenly, within the legal realm. I now turn to the complex and confusing treatment of Indian tribes and tribal sovereignty by Supreme
Court rulings and legal scholarship.

Legal Incoherence and the Categorization of
Tribes in Federal Law
The Supreme Court, as the ultimate arbiter of federal law, is the central
legal authority influencing the legal categorization of tribes and the corresponding
legitimization or discrediting of tribal sovereignty discourse. The Court has been
historically inconsistent on both accounts. To understand the Court's inconsistency requires placing its sovereignty-related rulings and its conceptions of tribal
status in the interpretive context created by the Constitution and the overall
structure of the Court's rulings on federal authority over tribes. While treaties
are theoretically "the law of the land" and equal in status to the Constitution,
tribes themselves are extraconstitutional and are "not afforded constitutional
protection because they were not created pursuant to, and are not beholden to,
the U.S. Constitution" (Wilkins 1997, 5).17 The Supreme Court has ruled that
Congress has plenary power, an apparently unlimited and unreviewable authority, over tribes, (but see Wilkins and Lomawaima 2001,98-116). Unconstrained
by the Constitution, the Court can exercise great latitude in interpreting tribal
rights.
Legally, the relative fragility of tribal status stands in contrast to that of
states. As a consequence, tribal legal rights in practice are best understood as a
reflection of changing policy rather than as law understood as first principles or
as enactments that must be respected "to the letter of the law" once established.18
In interpreting laws passed in various historical eras, each informed by different
conceptions of tribal status, courts often use the current federal policy as a guide
in lieu of the intent of the law at the time it was passed. That is, courts to some
degree re-interpret laws based on current policy, taking signals not only from
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Congress but from the Executive Branch, including the President and the Bureau of Indian Affairs (Wilkinson 1987,23). As Indian law professor and policy
participant Rennard Strickland has asserted,
It may be heresy for a law professor.... But it is an historical
truth... that this collection of doctrines and decisions we call
Indian law is primarily an expression of Indian policy. And
that policy is little more than the collective judgments of society at any given moment: a matter of history.. .. The content of our Indian law depends upon society's definition at
any point in time of the so-called Indian problem (Strickland
1997, 109).
Similarly, law professor Charles Wilkinson speaks of Indian law as "timewarped" (1987,13). Variation and uncertainty about even the most fundamental
issues of federal Indian law have led noted legal scholars to describe it as "bizarre" (Pommersheim 1995,44), and as a "middle-eastern bazaar where practically anything is available" (Wilkins 1997, 20).
Issues of tribal status and tribal sovereignty have been at the heart of the
Court's schizophrenic rulings. The Court has sometimes used a circular logic
involving tribal status on the one hand, and tribal sovereignty on the other. Classifications of tribal status have then been used, either within the same case or in
subsequent cases, to justify upholding or denying sovereign rights. Confusingly,
the Supreme Court has explicitly referred to tribal nationhood and sovereignty
in a number of conflicting ways—by affirming tribes' retention of inherent sovereignty, suggesting a qualified or diminished sovereignty due to their status as
domestic, dependent nations, and denying tribes sovereignty and nationhood
status.
In the Johnson v. Mcintosh case (1823), the first of the seminal "Marshall
Trilogy" cases, the Court ruled that tribes' "rights to complete sovereignty, as
independent nations, were necessarily diminished" (as discussed in Wilkinson
1987, 55, and critiqued by Wilkins 1997, 27-35, and Wilkins and Lomawaima
2001, 53-56). Basing the legitimacy of his interpretation on the doctrine of discovery, Chief Justice John Marshall declared that the United States held a superior claim over Native land and that its sovereignty was superior to and more
complete than tribes. The Justice asserted that, as a consequence, tribes no longer
had the ability to freely decide to whom they could sell their land, although they
retained rights of occupancy. The second case, Cherokee Nation v. Georgia
(1831), found that tribes were not foreign nations. Marshall wrote about the
Cherokees as a state in the general sense (i.e., not as a U.S. state such as Alabama or Delaware), noting that "The acts of our government plainly recognize
the Cherokee Nation as a State, and the Courts are bound by those acts." But the
ruling rejected the notion of the Cherokee as a foreign nation, and Marshall
instead suggested that "they may, more correctly, perhaps, be denominated do-

